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Preface

This book presents software testing as a practical engineering activity, essential to
producing high-quality software. It is designed to be used as the primary textbook
in either an undergraduate or graduate course on software testing, as a supplement
to a general course on software engineering or data structures, and as a resource
for software test engineers and developers. This book has a number of unique
features:

 It organizes the complex and confusing landscape of test coverage criteria with







a novel and extremely simple structure. At a technical level, software testing is
based on satisfying coverage criteria. The book’s central observation is that there
are few truly different coverage criteria, each of which ﬁts easily into one of four
categories: graphs, logical expressions, input space, and syntax structures. This
not only simpliﬁes testing, but it also allows a convenient and direct theoretical
treatment of each category. This approach contrasts strongly with the traditional
view of testing, which treats testing at each phase in the development process
differently.
It is designed and written to be a textbook. The writing style is direct, it builds the
concepts from the ground up with a minimum of required background, and it includes lots of examples, homework problems, and teaching materials. It provides
a balance of theory and practical application, presenting testing as a collection
of objective, quantitative activities that can be measured and repeated. The theoretical concepts are presented when needed to support the practical activities
that test engineers follow.
It assumes that testing is part of a mental discipline that helps all IT professionals
develop higher-quality software. Testing is not an anti-engineering activity, and
it is not an inherently destructive process. Neither is it only for testing specialists
or domain experts who know little about programming or math.
It is designed with modular, interconnecting pieces; thus it can be used in multiple courses. Most of the book requires only basic discrete math and introductory
programming, and the parts that need more background are clearly marked. By

xv
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using the appropriate sections, this book can support several classes, as described
later in the preface.
It assumes the reader is learning to be an engineer whose goal is to produce the
best possible software with the lowest possible cost. The concepts in this book
are well grounded in theory, are practical, and most are currently in use.

WHY SHOULD THIS BOOK BE USED?
Not very long ago, software development companies could afford to employ programmers who could not test and testers who could not program. For most of the
industry, it was not necessary for either group to know the technical principles behind software testing or even software development. Software testing in industry
historically has been a nontechnical activity. Industry viewed testing primarily from
the managerial and process perspective and had limited expectations of practitioners’ technical training.
As the software engineering profession matures, and as software becomes more
pervasive in everyday life, there are increasingly stringent requirements for software
reliability, maintainability, and security. Industry must respond to these changes by,
among other things, improving the way software is tested. This requires increased
technical expertise on the part of test engineers, as well as increased emphasis on
testing by software developers. The good news is that the knowledge and technology are available and based on over 30 years of research and practice. This book
puts that knowledge into a form that students, test engineers, test managers, and
developers can access.
At the same time, it is relatively rare to ﬁnd courses that teach testing in universities. Only a few undergraduate courses exist, almost no masters degree programs
in computer science or software engineering require a course in software testing,
and only a few dozen have an elective course. Not only is testing not covered as an
essential part of undergraduate computer science education, most computer science
students either never gain any knowledge about testing, or see only a few lectures
as part of a general course in software engineering.
The authors of this book have been teaching software testing to software engineering and computer science students for more than 15 years. Over that time
we somewhat reluctantly came to the conclusion that no one was going to write
the book we wanted to use. Rather, to get the book we wanted, we would have to
write it.
Previous testing books have presented software testing as a relatively simple
subject that relies more on process than technical understanding of how software
is constructed, as a complicated and fractured subject that requires detailed understanding of numerous software development technologies, or as a completely theoretical subject that can be mastered only by mathematicians and theoretical computer scientists. Most books on software testing are organized around the phases in
a typical software development lifecycle, an approach that has the unfortunate side
effect of obscuring common testing themes. Finally, most testing books are written
as reference books, not textbooks. As a result, only instructors with prior expertise
in software testing can easily teach the subject. This book is accessible to instructors
who are not already testing experts.
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xvii

This book differs from other books on software testing in other important ways.
Many books address managing the testing process. While this is important, it is
equally important to give testers speciﬁc techniques grounded in basic theory. This
book provides a balance of theory and practical application. This is important information that software companies must have; however, this book focuses specifically on the technical nuts-and-bolts issues of designing and creating tests. Other
testing books currently on the market focus on speciﬁc techniques or activities,
such as system testing or unit testing. This book is intended to be comprehensive
over the entire software development process and to cover as many techniques as
possible.
As stated previously, the motivation for this book is to support courses in software testing. Our ﬁrst target was our own software testing course in our Software Engineering MS program at George Mason University. This popular elective
is taught to about 30 computer science and software engineering students every
semester. We also teach PhD seminars in software testing, industry short courses
on specialized aspects, and lectures on software testing in various undergraduate
courses. Although few undergraduate courses on software testing exist, we believe
that they should exist, and we expect they will in the near future. Most testing books
are not designed for classroom use. We speciﬁcally wrote this book to support our
classroom activities, and it is no accident that the syllabus for our testing course,
available on the book’s Web site (www.introsoftwaretesting.com), closely follows
the table of contents for this book.
This book includes numerous carefully worked examples to help students and
teachers alike learn the sometimes complicated concepts. The instructor’s resources
include high-quality powerpoint slides, presentation hints, solutions to exercises,
and working software. Our philosophy is that we are doing more than writing a
book; we are offering our course to the community. One of our goals was to write
material that is scholarly and true to the published research literature, but that is
also accessible to nonresearchers. Although the presentation in the book is quite a
bit different from the research papers that the material is derived from, the essential ideas are true to the literature. To make the text ﬂow more smoothly, we have
removed the references from the presentation. For those interested in the research
genealogy, each chapter closes with a bibliographic notes section that summarizes
where the concepts come from.

WHO SHOULD READ THIS BOOK?
Students who read and use this book will learn the fundamental principles behind
software testing, and how to apply these principles to produce better software,
faster. They will not only become better programmers, they will also be prepared
to carry out high-quality testing activities for their future employers. Instructors
will be able to use this book in the classroom, even without prior practical expertise in software testing. The numerous exercises and thought-provoking problems,
classroom-ready and classroom-tested slides, and suggested outside activities make
this material teachable by instructors who are not already experts in software testing. Research students such as beginning PhD students will ﬁnd this book to be an
invaluable resource as a starting point to the ﬁeld. The theory is sound and clearly
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presented, the practical applications reveal what is useful and what is not, and the
advanced reading and bibliographic notes provide pointers into the literature. Although the set of research students in software testing is a relatively small audience, we believe it is a key audience, because a common, easily achievable baseline
would reduce the effort required for research students to join the community of
testing researchers. Researchers who are already familiar with the ﬁeld will ﬁnd the
criteria-approach to be novel and interesting. Some may disagree with the pedagogical approach, but we have found that the view that testing is an application of only
a few criteria to a very few software structures to be very helpful to our research.
We hope that testing research in the future will draw away from searches for more
criteria to novel uses and evaluations of existing criteria.
Testers in the industry will ﬁnd this book to be an invaluable collection of techniques that will help improve their testing, no matter what their current process is.
The criteria presented here are intended to be used as a “toolbox” of tricks that
can be used to ﬁnd faults. Developers who read this book will ﬁnd numerous ways
to improve their own software. Their self-testing activities can become more efﬁcient and effective, and the discussions of software faults that test engineers search
for will help developers avoid them. To paraphrase a famous parable, if you want
to teach a person to be a better ﬁsherman, explain how and where the ﬁsh swim.
Finally, managers will ﬁnd this book to be a useful explanation of how clever test
engineers do their job, and of how test tools work. They will be able to make more
effective decisions regarding hiring, promotions, and purchasing tools.

HOW CAN THIS BOOK BE USED?
A major advantage of the structure of this book is that it can be easily used for
several different courses. Most of the book depends on material that is taught very
early in college and some high schools: basic concepts from data structures and discrete math. The sections are organized so that the early material in each chapter
is accessible to less advanced students, and material that requires more advanced
knowledge is clearly marked.
Speciﬁcally, the book deﬁnes six separate sets of chapter sections that form
streams through the book:
1. A module within a CS II course
2. A sophomore-level course on software testing
3. A module in a general software engineering course
4. A senior-level course on software testing
5. A ﬁrst-year MS level course on software testing
6. An advanced graduate research-oriented course on software testing
7. Industry practioner relevant sections
The stream approach is illustrated in the abbreviated table of contents in
the ﬁgure shown on pp. xix–xx. Each chapter section is marked with which stream
it belongs too. Of course, individual instructors, students, and readers may prefer
to adapt the stream to their own interests or purposes. We suggest that the ﬁrst
two sections of Chapter 1 and the ﬁrst two sections of Chapter 6 are appropriate
reading for a module in a data structures (CS II) class, to be followed by a simple
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Stream 1: Module in a CS II course.
Stream 2: Sophomore-level course on software testing.
Stream 3: Module in a general software engineering course.
Stream 4: Senior-level course on software testing.
Stream 5: First-year MS course on software testing.
Stream 6: Advanced graduate research-oriented course on software testing.
Stream 7: Industry practitioner relevant sections
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1.3 Coverage Criteria for Testing
1.4 Older Software Testing Terminology
1.5 Bibliographic Notes

Part II: Coverage Criteria
Chapter 2. Graph Coverage
2.1 Overview
2.2 Graph Coverage Criteria
2.3 Graph Coverage for Source Code
2.4 Graph Coverage for Design Elements
2.5 Graph Coverage for Speciﬁcations
2.6 Graph Coverage for Use Cases
2.7 Representing Graphs Algebraically
2.8 Bibliographic Notes

Chapter 3. Logic Coverage
3.1 Overview: Logic Predicates and Clauses
3.2 Logic Expression Coverage Criteria
3.3 Structural Logic Coverage of Programs
3.4 Speciﬁcation-Based Logic Coverage
3.5 Logic Coverage of Finite State Machines
3.6 Disjunctive Normal Form Criteria
3.7 Bibliographic Notes

Chapter 4. Input Space Partitioning
4.1 Input Domain Modeling
4.2 Combination Strategies Criteria
4.3 Constraints among Partitions
4.4 Bibliographic Notes

Chapter 5. Syntax-Based Testing
5.1 Syntax-Based Coverage Criteria
5.2 Program-Based Grammars
5.3 Integration and Object-Oriented Testing
5.4 Speciﬁcation-Based Grammars
5.5 Input Space Grammars
5.6 Bibliographic Notes
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Stream 1: Module in a CS II course.
Stream 2: Sophomore-level course on software testing.
Stream 3: Module in a general software engineering course.
Stream 4: Senior-level course on software testing.
Stream 5: First-year MS course on software testing.
Stream 6: Advanced graduate research-oriented course on software testing.
Stream 7: Industry practitioner relevant sections
STREAMS
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Part III: Applying Criteria in Practice
Chapter 6. Practical Considerations
6.1 Regression Testing
6.2 Integration and Testing
6.3 Test Process
6.4 Test Plans
6.5 Identifying Correct Outputs
6.5 Bibliographic Notes

Chapter 7. Engineering Criteria for Technologies
7.1 Testing Object-Oriented Software
7.2 Testing Web Applications and Web Services
7.3 Testing Graphical User Interfaces
7.4 Real-Time Software and Embedded Software
7.5 Bibliographic Notes

Chapter 8. Building Testing Tools
8.1 Instrumentation for Graph and Logical Expression Criteria
8.2 Building Mutation Testing Tools
8.3 Bibliographic Notes

Chapter 9. Challenges in Testing Software
9.1 Testing for Emergent Properties: Safety and Security
9.2 Software Testability
9.3 Test Criteria and the Future of Software Testing
9.4 Bibliographic Notes

assignment. Our favorite is to ask the students to retrieve one of their previously
graded programs and satisfy some simple test criterion like branch coverage. We
offer points for every fault found, driving home two concepts: an “A” grade doesn’t
mean the program always works, and ﬁnding faults is a good thing.
The sophomore-level course on software testing (stream 2) is designed to immediately follow a data structures course (CS II). The marked sections contain material
that depends only on data structures and discrete math.
A module in a general software engineering course (stream 3) could augment the
survey material typical in such courses. The sections marked provide basic literacy
in software testing.
The senior-level course on software testing (stream 4) is the primary target
for this text. It adds material that requires a little more sophistication in terms of
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software development than the sophomore stream. This includes sections in Chapter 2 on data ﬂow testing, sections that involve integration testing of multiple modules, and sections that rely on grammars or ﬁnite state machines. Most senior computer science students will have seen this material in their other courses. Most of the
sections that appear in stream 4 but not stream 2 could be added to stream 2 with
appropriate short introductions. It is important to note that a test engineer does not
need to know all the theory of parsing to use data ﬂow testing or all the theory on
ﬁnite state machines to use statecharts for testing.
The graduate-level course on software testing (stream 5) adds some additional
sections that rely on a broader context and that require more theoretical maturity.
For example, these sections use knowledge of elementary formal methods, polymorphism, and some of the UML diagrams. Some of the more advanced topics and the
entire chapter on building testing tools are also intended for a graduate audience.
This chapter could form the basis for a good project, for example, to implement a
simple coverage analyzer.
An advanced graduate course in software testing with a research emphasis such
as a PhD seminar (stream 6) includes issues that are still unproven and research in
nature. The bibliographic notes are recommended only for these students as indicators for future in-depth reading.
Finally, sections that are reasonably widely used in industry, especially those
that have commercial tool support, are marked for stream 7. These sections have a
minimum of theory and omit criteria that are still of questionable usefulness.
Extensive supplementary materials, including sample syllabuses, PowerPoint
slides, presentation hints, solutions to exercises, working software, and errata are
available on the book’s companion Web site.
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